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SECTOR ASSESSMENT (SUMMARY): FINANCE1 
 
A. Sector Performance, Problems, and Opportunities 
 
1. The Philippine economy and financial sector weathered the volatile global environment 
well, supported by low interest rates and sustained remittances. However, underlying 
inefficiencies arising out of structural impediments remain. Inadequate intermediation between 
savers and investors, and limited access to finance, continue to be a drag on economic growth 
and development, and have limited progress in reducing poverty. 
 
2. Despite their prominence, banks have not provided substantial intermediation to 
the market. Banking institutions account for a high percentage of financial system assets. In 
2012 commercial and universal banks dominated the banking sector with 90% of total banking 
assets, with the top five universal banks (excluding state-owned banks) accounting for 48% of 
total commercial banking Fassets.2 Seven of the ten largest banks belong to conglomerates 
and such banks control about 60% of all bank assets.3 Capital adequacy is generally strong, but 
loan portfolios are concentrated as banks tend to invest in a small number of top-tier 
creditworthy firms, including peers and affiliated organizations, partly due to an inability to 
accurately judge credit risk in smaller non-listed firms. Although credit grew by a robust 16% in 
2012, the credit-to-gross domestic product (GDP) ratio of 33.4% still compares poorly to that of 
other countries in the region. In addition, bank density is heavily skewed towards three large 
regions, leaving about 37% of all municipalities in the Philippines without a banking office.4 This 
uneven distribution of financial delivery channels constrains the provision of basic financial 
services such as credit, savings, payment transfers, remittances, and insurance to these areas 
and has disenfranchised members of society that deserve access to finance, such as women. 
 
3. The nonbank financial subsector is becoming more important. The rapid 
development of nonbank financing, including real estate, provides a welcome deepening of 
financial markets but is not without risks.5 Year-on-year through 31 March 2013, the Philippine 
local currency bond market registered the 4th highest growth rate in Emerging East Asia 
(13.7%), reflecting an expected budget deficit equivalent to 2.0% of GDP for the full year 2013. 
As a result, local currency Government debt has increased to 37% of GDP and its maturity 
profile has improved significantly with the “over 5 year bracket” accounting for 75% of the total 
outstanding, up from 35% in March 2008. In fact, the Philippines was the strongest performer in 
the iBoxx Asian Bond Fund Index in the first 4 months of 2013 with a return of 15.7% on a US$ 
un-hedged total return basis. With the exception of Thailand, all other markets reported negative 
returns on a US$ un-hedged total return basis, although the Republic of Korea did post a 2.8% 
return on a local currency total return basis.6 
 
4. While the bond and equity markets contributed 40% of total financing in 2012, 
challenges still need to be addressed before the nonbank subsector is to become a stable and 
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  Family-run or closely-held conglomerates are an important feature of the economy. The International Monetary 

Fund recently warned that debt servicing problems at a conglomerate could negatively impact the banking sector 
given the relatively concentrated loan portfolios. 
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sufficient alternative for bank intermediation. Fragmentation in the Government bond market has 
been reduced with the total number of issued declining to 102 from 170 as of December 2006. 
However, the number of primary dealers is too high, which transforms the process into a private 
placement format, and they lack the inventory management tools, such as repos and interest 
rate derivatives, necessary to make two-way markets. As a result, liquidity in the Government 
bond market is far below what would be expected in a country with an investment grade credit 
rating. Bid-ask spreads for “on-the-run” securities are among the lowest in the region while 
bid-ask spreads for “off-the-run” securities are among the widest. Moreover, corporate issues 
still constitute less than 5% of GDP and have been constrained by tax and regulatory 
disincentives. Debt Capital Market Underwriters noted that the registration process can take a 
long time (up to four months) causing participants to miss market windows or to utilize the 
private market where the bond market might have resulted in better execution. Companies 
issuing listed bonds must have a 3-year track record, which discourages start-ups, although the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is authorized to grant exemptions. The limited 
supply of investment products and vehicles, such as open-end mutual funds, has discouraged 
small investors, and an active fund management industry has yet to emerge. 
 
5. The equity market remains shallow. Reflecting ample global liquidity and a low interest 

rate environment, stock market capitalization as a percentage of GDP recovered quickly to 
73.9% in 2012 from 38.2% in 2009, but remains vulnerable to capital outflows and tapering in 
the United States. In 2010, an estimated three-fourth of effective market capitalization belonged 
to conglomerates. The small market size and limited turnover increase the risk of insider dealing 
and market manipulation. In addition, cross shareholdings and limited disclosure make it difficult 
to track intercompany transactions and exposures. Efforts to follow through on the 
demutualization of the stock market have stalled, and while self-regulatory systems have been 
established, their effectiveness has not yet been demonstrated.  
 
6. New listings are few. The Philippines is the only country in Asia that has an Initial Public 
Offering tax. This has led to the popularity of Backdoor Listings, a practice by potential issuers 
in the local market of purchasing shell companies which are listed entities but are dormant or 
have a small business that is spun off, subsequently liquidated or sold. Other jurisdictions, in 
such circumstances, require a follow-on equity offering, with a full disclosure document, when 
such an event occurs. Virtually all equity capital markets practitioners raised the issue of the 
preferential allocation to Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE) Trading Participants as being a 
significant negative attribute of Philippines equity market. PSE rules dictate that their Trading 
Participants be given an allocation of 20% in all initial public offerings, which in reality is a “free 
option” since they are allowed to return their unsold portion to the Underwriters. The Philippines 
is the only country in Asia with such a requirement. 
 
7. Encouraging trends in the insurance sector. The number of insured individuals has 
increased to 17 million as of 2011 from 11 million in 2005, which translates into a coverage ratio 
of 18%. However, the sector remains small as life insurance premiums were 0.88% of GDP in 
2011 and have shown nominal growth over the past 10 years, although premiums seemed to 
have picked up in 2012. Growth has been restrained by financial literacy issues, as well as 
restrictive investment allocation guidelines which require the approval of the Insurance 
Commissioner for individual investments. There are restrictions on expanding the range of 
insurance providers, as well as on micro-insurers introducing nonlife products. Tax distortions 
also hamper development efforts, but, more significantly, the state-owned Government Services 
Insurance System competes directly with the private market.  
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8. Need for direction and sustained stakeholder support. In an effort to refocus reform 
efforts, financial sector development has been positioned as a key part of the Philippine 
Development Plan 2011–2016 (PDP). A review of the PDP has confirmed the emergence of a 
strong reform agenda under the incoming administration and the appointment of reform 
champions in key positions in the SEC and Insurance Commission (IC). Drawing on the lessons 
of the previous Capital Market Development Plan, a number of constraints need to be 
addressed in implementing the financial sector component of the PDP. First, the new Capital 
Market Development Plan remains product centric reflecting the specific agendas of the various 
stakeholders. More importantly, a reform champion has yet to emerge to lead the capital market 
development effort by balancing the needs of the stakeholders against the wider needs and 
priorities of the State. 
 
9. Gaps in nonbank financial supervision continue to lower investor confidence and 
elevate systemic risks. Gaps in capacity and coverage between, and poor enforcement 
coordination among key financial sector regulators have encouraged regulatory arbitrage by 
financial entities. However, the quality and coordination of supervision has improved 
considerably. Nevertheless, weaknesses remain and continue to dampen investor confidence. 
An important underlying cause of these governance and operational weaknesses in the 
nonbank financial regulators is the lack of fiscal and administrative autonomy. High workloads 
from noncore functions have limited the capacity of SEC staff to address higher value core 
functions under its mandate. Compounding this problem, insufficient disbursed budget appears 
to be compromising the SEC’s ability to develop and retain staff with the skill sets necessary to 
provide an overall enabling environment for capital market development while at the same time 
assuring financial stability.  
 
10. In the absence of timely reforms the financial sector will remain vulnerable to systemic 
risks, and investors will be vulnerable to fraud and misconduct. The 2013 Article IV emphasized 
the need to strengthen the central bank’s legal authority and to raise its capital. Supervision 
could be made more effective by broadening its authority, including for conglomerate groups, 
and better protecting supervisors from litigation related to the conduct of their duties.7 Until 
enforcement officials are sufficiently protected from intimidating lawsuits, expectations of strong 
enforcement actions may be unrealistic. 
 
11. Microfinance subsector faces uneven regulation. With Asian Development Bank 
(ADB) assistance, the Government has been formalizing the cooperative sector, placing 
financial service-engaged cooperatives under the prudential supervision/regulation of the 
Cooperative Development Authority (CDA) in accordance with Republic Act No. 9520 or the 
Cooperative Code.8 However, CDA has yet to transform itself to a financial regulatory body as 
mandated by the Cooperative Code. The Micro-insurance Regulatory Framework supported by 
ADB, along with the National Strategy for Micro-insurance, was officially launched on 29 
January 2010. 
 
12. Uninsured natural disasters pose a substantial fiscal risk. At present, the 
underinsurance of national assets and absence of affordable market-based insurance products 
for residential and small and medium enterprise (SME) property owners represent a significant 
and potential liability for the Government in the event of a major earthquake. The Philippine 
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8
  The Cooperative Code covers insurance products for low-income households. A micro-insurance plan provides 

protection to individuals with little savings and is tailored specifically for lower valued assets and compensation for 
illness, injury or death. A financial cooperative is a financial institution that is owned and operated by its members. 
The goal of a financial cooperative is to act on behalf of a unified group as a traditional banking service.   
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Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Act of 2010 devolves authority for implementing 
disaster risk reduction measures to local Governments.9 Due to funding constraints in the 
National Calamity Fund (Congressional appropriations amounted to Php 7.5 billion or $170 
million in 2012) and Local Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Fund (no less than 5% of 
local Government revenue from regular sources), the Government will need to seek 
complementary and sustainable financing solutions for natural disaster risk management. These 
include the development of Disaster Risk Financing Strategy for national assets, and a means 
to cover middle class residential and SME property.10 The purpose of the integrated Disaster 
Risk Financing Strategy is to identify complementary financing solutions based on modeling the 
assets at risk including national Government property as well as residential and business, and 
pricing the risk cover. Specific risk modeling and pricing could then allow for the development of 
appropriate market risk transfer mechanisms (ex-ante risk financing), which will include 
insurance and reinsurance, as well as possibly reserve fund financing. 
 
B. Government’s Sector Strategy 
 
13. The Government’s sector strategy is anchored in the PDP. Reforms in the domestic 
financial system will promote further deepening of the financial system through the balanced 
development of the banking system and capital market. These reforms are anchored in an 
enabling environment, progressive adoption of international standards and best practices, and 
good governance and transparency. Key reforms will focus on (i) promoting savings generation 
at the regional level but institutionalizing deployment of resources at the national level; (ii) 
developing an enabling environment for long-term investments; (iii) strengthening the 
governance framework of the financial system in line with international standards and best 
practices; and (iv) establishing a strong legal framework for financial sector development. 
 
14. An overall framework will be developed by the Government to provide an enabling 
environment that balances financial inclusion objectives with financial stability goals. To broaden 
financial inclusion, the Government will promote the use of alternative products and delivery 
channels to reach underserved and un-served areas of the country, including micro-insurance, a 
credit surety fund program, and micro-housing. To encourage long-term savings and 
investment, auxiliary markets will be developed through the forward and cash markets.  
 
15. Within this framework, the Government has adopted a revised and updated Capital 
Market Blueprint covering 2011–2116. The blueprint is organized by product line and taxation 
(e.g. fixed income, equities, alternative products and taxation). Initiatives have been identified to 
increase liquidity in the Government bond market by rationalizing the primary dealer system, 
reducing fragmentation of issuances, and harmonizing pricing between participants. In addition, 
the Government will launch an inter-dealer repo market with a master agreement, and introduce 
securities lending. Issuance of corporate debt will be encouraged by streamlining the 
self-registration process and authorizing securitizations and Exchange Traded Funds. To 
provide for the necessary risk management, initiatives will be encouraged to build hedge 

                                                 
9
  Under Republic Act No. 10121 or the Philippine Disaster Risk Reduction and Management (DRRM) Act, provinces, 

cities, and municipalities have a greater responsibility in building the disaster resilience of communities, and in 
institutionalizing disaster risk reduction within their operations. Local Government Units need to develop the 
knowledge, capacity, and system to cost-effectively comply with the law. Section 11 of the DRRM Act requires all 
provinces, cities, and municipalities to have a Local Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council. Section12 
of the law calls for the creation of Local Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Office, the primary purpose of 
which is to formulate and implement a comprehensive and integrated Local DRRM Plan. 

10
 The original concept of a Pooling arrangement amongst existing insurers was rejected at a meeting of the Working 
Group on 22 July 2013 for technical and financial reasons. 
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protection markets utilizing interest rate swaps, non-deliverable forwards, and forward rate 
agreements. To complement and support these activities, the blueprint also calls for efforts to 
strengthen the clearing and settlement system, including a more definitive framework for netting, 
and stronger guidelines for over the counter derivatives as provided for under Frank-Dodd 
legislation from the United States. Governance will be strengthened by increasing the 
segregation between the securities and banking business, including client and broker assets, 
and by improving the framework for trust, custody and agency functions.  
 
16.  The blueprint envisions strengthening the competitiveness of the local equity market. 
Foremost in this effort is an initiative to increase the minimum float above 10%, which is the 
lowest in the region. In conjunction with this effort, PSE plans to encourage new listing and 
products, and to introduce market makers, allow direct market access and algorithmic trading. 
PSE will pursue the Association of Southeast Asian Nations exchange integration, strengthen 
corporate governance standards and improve distribution channels including the possible 
revocation of the controversial minimum broker allocation. Underlying these efforts, the PSE 
and Government will escalate programs to educate potential investors to provide a larger retail 
base and to guard against financial fraud.      
 
17. Finally, the blueprint provides for the introduction of a number of specialized products 
and investment vehicles. Efforts will focus on broadening the mix of collective investment 
schemes to provide additional alternatives for lower and middle income investors. Similarly, the 
Personal Equity Retirement Account (PERA) will be launched to provide a tax deferred 
retirement savings vehicle for small savers. Real Estate Investment Trusts, which are already 
authorized in law, will democratize real estate by enabling small investors to participate in large 
scale commercial projects. Finally, efforts to neutralize and equalize taxation of financial 
products and services provide a cross-cutting theme to all of the initiatives within the blueprint. 
 
18. To improve public financial management, the Government launched a comprehensive 
public program in February 2011 with the adoption of the Philippine Public Financial 
Management Roadmap. This roadmap provides a “whole-of-Government” approach that 
proposes to clarify, simplify, and harmonize the financial management process and related 
information systems.11 A key phase of this reform program will focus on the formation and 
effective operation of a Treasury Single Account (TSA).12 The primary objective of this program 
will be to facilitate more efficient, cost-effective and transparent management of the 
Government’s cash balances. A full-time resident advisor has been placed within the Bureau of 
Treasury (BTr) as part of the TSA project to provide continuing on-site assistance.  
 
19. As BTr strengthens its operations, the Government will need to identify an expanded 
range of investment vehicles to better manage the Government’s idle cash. Stronger cash 
management will also allow the Government to strengthen and fine-tune its debt issuance and 
management process. In response, BTr has initiated a program to rationalize and strengthen 
the primary and secondary Government debt markets as detailed in the Capital Market 
Development Blueprint above. BTr has authorized the placement of a United States Treasury 
resident advisor within BTr to provide full-time continuing technical assistance with an initial 
emphasis on bond pricing and the adoption of obligations and privileges for market makers.  

                                                 
11

  This initiative is supported by the Philippines-Australia Public Financial Management Program (PFMP), which is a 
long term partnership between the Governments of Australia and the Philippines to improve the efficiency, 
accountability and transparency of public fund use in the Philippines. PFMP also supports the TSA project. 
Australia through its international aid agency, Australian Agency for International Development, has committed 
A$30 million to the PFMP over five years.  The program started in October 2011. 

12
  The creation of a TSA is supported by Executive Order 55 issued September 2011. 
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This effort will naturally lead to additional initiatives to introduce inventory and risk management 
tools including repos, interest derivatives and securities lending arrangements. These 
instruments will provide BTr with the necessary investment alternatives while supporting the 
activities of market makers, thereby deepening the Government bond market and increasing its 
liquidity. 
 
20. To enhance the financial system governance framework, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, 
SEC, and the IC will pursue sustained capacity development in conjunction with the passage of 
amendments to strengthen their mandates. Regulatory and supervisory oversight will be 
harmonized through cooperative arrangements among domestic and international financial 
regulators to address the growth of financial conglomerates. In addition, the Government will 
establish a strong legal framework to support financial sector development and to enhance 
financial stability. The existing micro-prudential approach to supervision will be supplemented 
with macro-prudential policies to ensure resilience of the financial system. Momentum to further 
deepen domestic financial markets will be supported through faster integration of the financial 
system into the Association of Southeast Asian Nations region.  
 
21. The Government will also continue, but refine, existing efforts to support its social 
agenda of reducing poverty through mandated credit to certain sectors of the economy such as 
small and medium-sized enterprises and the agriculture sector. The market-based policy 
environment includes adoption of market-based interest rates in microfinance, phase-out of 
subsidized directed credit programs in agriculture, and nonparticipation of nonfinancial 
Government agencies in lending. The Government also plans to develop cooperative financial 
services and micro-insurance based on the same market-based principles. The Government 
now focuses to create enabling environment for micro-insurance sector development based on 
public-private partnership approach to ensure its sustainability, rather than becoming directly 
involved as service provider. Through the process of adoptions of National Strategy and 
Regulatory Framework, the consultative process with various stakeholders under the 
Department of Finance (National Credit Council) has been established. This mechanism is 
essential and should be maintained to keep current momentum.   
 
22. The Government, through the Department of Finance and IC, in coordination with 15 
agencies and  the Philippine Insurance and Reinsurance Association is currently initiating a 
national catastrophe risk assessment as well as a complementary residential and SME property 
earthquake risk assessment to facilitate the design of a national disaster risk financing strategy. 
The objective of the national disaster risk financing is to develop insurance cover for strategic 
national assets that are presently uninsured with complementary insurance provided via a 
public-private earthquake (EQ) pool for middle class residential and business owners.13 The 
World Bank is providing technical assistance (TA) to address identified gaps in data while ADB 
is addressing the development of a public-private EQ pool for residential and SME business 
owners.   
 
C. ADB Sector Experience and Assistance Program 
 
23. ADB has supported reforms in the financial sector for almost 20 years, with four program 

                                                 
13

 The Government is aware of the following constraints: (i) the heavy reliance on Government resources to finance 
costs arising from disasters, (ii) the large gaps in the collection and management of exposure data, (i ii) the scope 
of underinsurance among national agencies, as well as (iv) the absence of catastrophe insurance provision to a 
wide segment of residential and business owners. 
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loans 14  between 1995 and 2010. 15  The 2008 Philippines country assistance program 
evaluation identified intermediation and savings as a key driver of poverty reduction and as an 
area where both institutional knowledge and potential impact are high. Recommendations 
included (i) strengthening capital market development planning; (ii) improving market functions; 
and (iii) strengthening supervision and regulation overall, and in the nonbank subsector 
specifically.16  
 
24. Recent experience has produced positive results. A forthcoming program completion 
report of the Financial Market Regulation and Intermediation program cluster will document 
useful lessons. 17 While subprogram 2 was significantly delayed, this delay allowed ADB to 
provide necessary support to implementing agencies and created a window of opportunity for 
the incoming administration to reformulate elements of the program in response to lessons 
learned from the global financial crisis. 18  ADB supported this reformulation, given the 
emergence of a strong reform agenda under the incoming administration and the appointment 
of reform champions in key positions in SEC and IC. While the program is regarded to have 
been relevant and successful, to a large extend this was due to the renewed commitment that 
emerged from the Government, supervisory and regulatory agencies, and other stakeholders to 
prioritize financial sector reforms. Moreover, recent missions have documented an increasing 
level of consistency between the development constraints and reform priorities identified by the 
Government, ADB, and a wide range of market participants and stakeholders. This accelerated 
the pace of reforms and contributed to the completion of key accomplishments which appear to 
be sustainable. 
 

                                                 
14

 ADB. 1995. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Loan and Technical 
Assistance for Capital Market Development Program in the Philippines (2 tranches). Manila; ADB. 2001. Report 
and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Loan and Technical Assistance Grant 
for the Non-bank Financial Governance Program in the Philippines (1 tranche). Manila; ADB 2003. Report and 
Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Loan and Technical Assistance Grant for 
the Second Non-bank Financial Governance Program in the Philippines (2 tranches). Manila; ADB. 2006. Report 
and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Program Cluster, Loan and Technical 
Assistance Grant for Financial Market Regulation and Intermediation Program in the Philippines (2 tranches). 
Manila; ADB. 2010. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Loan for 
Subprogram 2 of the Financial Market Regulation and Intermediation Program in the Philippines (1 tranche). 

Manila.   
15

In the sub-sector of microfinance, ADB’S Rural Microenterprise Finance Project (ADB. 1996. Report and 
Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Loan and Technical Assistance Grant in the 
Philippines for Rural Microenterprise Project. Manila.) was implemented from 1996 to 2002 and laid the foundation 

for successful microfinance wholesale lending operations by the People's Credit and Finance Corporation (PCFC). 
ADB also supported strengthening of the microfinance sub-sector policy, regulatory environment, operational 
capacity, and financial literacy through the Microfinance Development Program (ADB. 2005. Report and 
Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Loan and Technical Assistance Grant in the 
Philippines for Microfinance Development Program. Manila.) (2005–2007), the JFPR Project for Developing 
Financial Cooperatives (ADB. 2006. Grant Assistance to the Philippines for Developing Financial Cooperatives 
Project Financed by the Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction. Manila.) operational since 2006, and the JFPR Project 
for Developing Microinsurance (ADB. 2008. Grant Assistance to the Philippines for Developing Microinsurance 
Project Financed by the Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction. Manila.) operational since 2008. 

16
 ADB. 2008. Philippines Country Assistance Program Evaluation: Increasing Strategic Focus for Better Results. 
Manila.  

17
 ADB. 2006. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Program Cluster, 
Loan and Technical Assistance Grant to the Republic of the Philippines for the Financial Market Regulation and 
Intermediation Program. Manila. 

18
 Specifically, the GFC highlighted some issues that, in various degrees, were insufficiently addressed, including: (i) 
maintaining financial stability and reducing vulnerabilities, (ii) the need to ensure effective system-wide regulatory 
oversight, (iv) the need for efficient resolution methodologies, and (v) the importance of an adequately funded 
deposit insurance mechanism to minimize the risk of depositor flight and contagion. 
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25. This experience highlights that political will in key agencies is essential to successful 
program implementation. The pace of implementation of the previous program loan and 
associated reforms picked up significantly under the incoming Government. Ongoing policy 
dialogue should therefore prepare ADB to react quickly to meet emerging reform champions. 
Second, programs and TA should not depend on passage of law as legislative processes are 
cumbersome, although support can be provided to drafting. Third, program design should focus 
on reforms not only where commitment is strong, but where resources and external factors are 
adequate to ensure successful implementation. Fourth, sufficient flexibility should be 
incorporated into program design to accommodate modifications of program scope and 
coverage. Fifth, ongoing small-scale TA should be provided to increase the capacity of the 
individual regulatory organizations, while larger and more focused TA should be directed at 
sectors that exhibit both the willingness and technical capacity to complete more complex 
reforms. 
 
26. Capital market development. Although the Country Partnership Strategy for 
2011–2016 does not prioritize financial sector development, it remains a Government priority 
and recent developments are encouraging. Political will is currently high with a potential for 
significant reforms stretching until 2016. Hence, it is important to sustain reform momentum and 
maintain ADB’s engagement in this sector throughout this window of opportunity. Currently, 
ADB TA is being used to strengthen the capacity of the nonbank regulators and to promote the 
implementation of the Capital Market Development Blueprint.19 This TA will also support the 
introduction of PERA and has provided resource persons to provide technical advice on the 
structure of Real Estate Investment Trusts. Considering the effective role that TA played in 
sustaining policy reform and building capacity at specific agencies, targeted TA should be 
continued that focuses on the Government’s efforts to implement the Treasury Single Account 
and any associated required capital market reforms.  
 
27. Micro-insurance. Following capacity-building efforts covering policy and regulation, a 
series of regional financial literacy campaigns was conducted on a pilot basis.20 To further 
develop the micro-insurance sector, the following measures have been identified as priorities: (i) 
risk-based supervision to develop a level playing field for micro-insurance providers; (ii) capacity 
development of supervisors for emerging micro-insurance products and services including 
parametric or index type products for climate change; (iii) formulation of policies to 
accommodate expanded distribution channels including nonconventional and cost- effective 
ones; (iv) consumer protection measures to fit for small-amount transactions like 
microfinance/insurance; and (v) local government unit level impact assessment of financial 
literacy campaign have been identified to be followed up.  
 
28. Addressing vulnerabilities to disasters. ADB will foster a public/private EQ pool that 
will assist both the Government and the private insurance market quantify and price middle 
class residential and SME property contingent liability related to earthquake 21. ADB will support 
the conduct of a survey of property values, risk modeling to facilitate risk pricing and sustainable 
premium structures covering specific risk categories. ADB will also act as an "honest broker" to 
provide capacity development for the long-term sustainability of the EQ pool.22 In developing 

                                                 
19

  ADB. 2011. Technical Assistance to the Republic of the Philippines for Capacity Development of Financial 
Regulators. 

20
 Place TA information here 

21
  A broader range of natural disasters may be considered once the Earthquake Insurance Pool is fully operational 
and has the financial capacity to provide cover for additional natural disasters. 

22
 The operationalization of the earthquake insurance pool in the Philippines will require the following: (i) earthquake 
risk modeling and pricing; (ii) insurance policy rates, terms and conditions; (iii) distribution channels for the EQ 
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the public/private partnership for the ex-ante scheme, ADB will work with Government and the 
private sector in a manner that will reflect the financial strength of the insurance industry as well 
as the budgetary limits of Government to develop a program that may be either mandatory or 
voluntary, but with actuarially set rates and defined reserve funds. Based on international 
lessons learned from similar disaster risk finance pool structures, and in response to the 
requirements of the Philippine market, ADB will provide tailored financial support to the EQ pool. 
 
29. ADB will foster a public/private earthquake insurance company (EPIC) that will assist 
both the Government and the private insurance market quantify and value and price the middle 
class residential and SME property contingent liability related to earthquake.23 The EPIC will act, 
with the agreement of Government and the Insurance Market, as the exclusive insurer for this 
class of business. ADB is assisting in the development of this sustainable private sector-led 
company and has provided TA for preparatory work. ADB is supporting the Government and the 
private sector through the working group 24 to survey and analyze property values, perform risk 
modeling to facilitate risk pricing and to identify sustainable premium structures covering specific 
risk categories.25 ADB acts as the "honest broker" to provide capacity development for the 
long-term sustainability of this new company.26 In developing the public/private partnership for 
the ex-ante scheme, ADB will continue to work with Government and the private sector in a 
manner that will reflect the financial strength of the insurance industry as well as the budgetary 
limits of Government to develop the program. In supporting the development of EPIC, ADB is 
drawing upon lessons learned from similar public-private earthquake models internationally 
tailored through discussions with the Government and the Philippines Insurance and 
Reinsurance Association to reflect the unique structure of the Philippines Insurance Market 
 

                                                                                                                                                             
insurance policies; (iv) IT systems to monitor exposure based on the database for portfolio; (v) monitoring 
mechanisms for operations in terms of premium collection, claims settlement, and loss assessment; (vi) audit for 
risk reserving; (vii) risk transfer strategy mainly through reinsurance arrangements, as well as (viii) investment 
policy and fund management of reserves. The EQ pool will need to have an established Board with supporting 
corporate governance guidelines, investment plan and business plan.  

23
 A broader range of natural disasters may be considered once the Earthquake Insurance Pool is fully operational 
and has the financial capacity to provide cover for additional natural disasters. 

24
 The Working Group is chaired by the Insurance Commissioner, deputy chair is the Department of Finance, and the 
coordination on the open source risk model is undertaken by the Philippine Insurance and Reinsurance 
Association, in coordination with the international reinsurance companies. Also represented on the Working Group 
are the Banco Sentral ng Pilipinas, the National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council as well as the 
World Bank and other major bilateral donors.  At a meeting on 22 July 2013, after considering all other structural 
options, the Working Group unanimously agreed that the form for the new entity should be a mono-line direct 
insurance company. The Insurance Commissioner has, since then, given the entity his whole -hearted and public 
support. 

25
 It is the wish of the Insurance Commissioner that the program be mandatory but with actuarially set rates and 
defined reserve funds. 

26
 The operationalization of the earthquake insurance company - EPIC, in the Philippines will require the following: (i) 
earthquake risk modeling and pricing; (ii) insurance policy rates, terms and conditions; (iii) distribution channels for 
the EQ insurance policies; (iv) IT systems to monitor exposure based on the database for portfolio; (v) monitoring 
mechanisms for operations in terms of premium collection, claims settlement, and loss assessment; (vi) audit for 
risk reserving; (vii) risk transfer strategy mainly through reinsurance arrangements, as well as (viii) investment 
policy and fund management of reserves. EPIC will need to have an established Board with supporting corporate 
governance guidelines, investment plan and business plan.  
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 High levels of 
poverty and 
inequality 

Lack of availability and access to 
appropriate financial services for 
poor and low-income households 

Severe effect of external 
shocks on poor and 

low-income households 
 

Low levels of 
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activity 
 

Reduced levels of total 
domestic investments 

and savings 
 

Microfinance resources 
and services not reaching 

intended beneficiaries 

Lack of 
appropriate 

insurance products 
to deal with natural 

disasters and 
catastrophes 

Beneficiary 
targeting 
system 

inaccurate 
 

High insurance 
costs 

No 
catastrophe 
insurance 

mechanism 
developed 

yet 

Nonbank financial 
subsector is small and 

inefficient, and does not 
provide sufficient levels 

of intermediation 
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depth 
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tax structures 

are not enabling 
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Market governance 
and self-regulatory 

mechanisms are not 
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fund management 
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blueprint 
 

No 
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Problem Tree for the Finance Sector 
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Sector Results Framework (Finance, 2011–2016) 
 

Country Sector Outcomes Country Sector Outputs ADB Sector Operations 

Sector 
Outcomes with 

ADB 
Contribution 

Indicators with Targets 
and Baselines 

Sector Outputs 
with ADB 

Contribution 

Indicators with 
Incremental Targets  

Planned and Ongoing ADB 
Interventions 

Main Outputs 
Expected from ADB 

Interventions  

A deeper, more 
diversified and 
resilient 
nonbank 
financial sector 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Increased and 
sustainable 
access by poor 
and low-income 
households to 
savings, 
lending, and 
microinsurance 

Share of nonbank 
financial sector assets to 
exceed 30% by 2016 
Current values (BSP): 
2011: 20.76%; 2012: 23% 
 
Investment ratio at 22% of 
GDP by 2015 (baseline: 
15% in 2009) 
Current values: 
2011: 19.1% 
2012: 19.7% 
 
M2-to-GDP ratio above 
55% (baseline: 51% in 
2009). 
Current values: 
2011: 59.8% 
2012: no data 
 
 
 
Increase in number of 
active microfinance 
borrowers from 5.5 million 
in 2009. 
Current value (BSP) 
2011: No data 
2012: 1.5 million

27
 

 

Comprehensive, 
coordinated, and 
widely supported 
capital market 
development plan 
implemented 
 
Enabling policy and 
regulatory 
environment created 
 
Investor confidence 
strengthened 
 
Institutional demand 
increased 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Increased financial 
literacy and capacity 
of poor and low- 
income households 
to utilize lending and 
insurance products 
 
Improved and 

Level of outstanding 
debt securities as % 
of GDP and 
frequency of turnover 
Current values: 
2011: no data 
2012: no data 
 
Number of issues of 
debt and equity 
securities 
Current values: 
2011: no data 
2012: no data 
 
SEC and IC achieve 
administrative and 
fiscal autonomy 
 
 
 
 
Number of PERA 
accounts

28
 

Current values: 
2011: no data 
2012: no data 
 
Number of poor 
women and men 

Pipeline projects  

 
S-TA: Strengthening Treasury’s Liquidity 
Management (2013 standby: $0.210  
million) 
 
CDTA: Strengthening Treasury 
Operations and Capital Market Reform 
(2014: $0.5 million). 
 
Ongoing projects 

Financial Market Regulation and  
Intermediation Program (2010: $200 
million) 
CDTA: Capacity Development of 
Financial Regulators (2011: $1.0 million) 
 
 
 
 
 
Ongoing projects  

 
CDTA: Capacity Building for 
Microinsurance in the Philippines (2012: 
$1.0 million) 
 
 
 
 

Pipeline projects  

Support development 
and implementation 
of new capital market 
development plan 
 
Capacity 
development of 
nonbank financial 
regulators  
 
Enhanced capacity of 
supervisors for 
developing 
micro-insurance 
sector, appropriate 
consumer protection 
measures and impact 
assessment of 
financial literacy on 
micro-insurance 
 
Ongoing projects  
 

Policy dialogue on 
capital market 
planning, market 
functions, and 
supervision/regulation 
particularly in 

                                                 
27

 As of end-September 2012, BSP reported that there were 191 banks providing microfinance services. These banks were serving 1,105,454 borrowers with an 
outstanding loan portfolio of P7.9 billion and savings component of P4.2 billion. 

28
 The revenue regulations component of the PERA law were issued on 27 October 2011 to iron out issues on the administration of tax privileges and incentives 
including the accreditation of administrators of PERA with concerned agencies. To date, the law still has to be implemented pending the issuance of specific 
guidelines by the regulatory authorities concerned (BSP, SEC and IC) governing accreditation of the targeted industry participants such as the administrators of 
PERA accounts, investment managers and custodians. These regulatory agencies agreed to issue uniform regulations to ensure a level playing field for the PERA 
industry players. (NEDA, SER 2011-2012, p.122). 
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Country Sector Outcomes Country Sector Outputs ADB Sector Operations 

Sector 
Outcomes with 

ADB 
Contribution 

Indicators with Targets 
and Baselines 

Sector Outputs 
with ADB 

Contribution 

Indicators with 
Incremental Targets  

Planned and Ongoing ADB 
Interventions 

Main Outputs 
Expected from ADB 

Interventions  

services 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Increased 
protection from  
financial risks 
resulting from 
disasters   
 
 
 
 

% of population with 
private life insurance 
policy  
Current values: 
2011: no data 
2012: no data 
 
Microfinance loan 
accounts opened 
(number). 
Current value (Loan 
Amount, SER, RM – 
NEDA) 
2010: P6.9 billion; 2011: 
P7.2 billion; 2012: P 7.6 
billion 
 
Increased number of poor 
and low income 
households covered by 
microinsurance products.  
Current value (SER, 
NEDA) 
2011: no data 
2012: 7 million 
 

greater coverage of 
cooperative financial 
services 
 
Sustainable 
microinsurance 
system based on 
market principles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Catastrophe risk 
insurance pool 
developed and 
sustainably 
implemented 
 
Improved warning 
systems and 
identification of 
vulnerable areas 

completing financial 
literacy training in 
rural and urban 
areas 
Current values: 
2011: no data 
2012: no data 
 
Financial institutions 
providing micro 
finance loans 
(number). 
Current values: 
2011: no data 
2012: no data 
 
Number of 
institutions providing 
microinsurance 
products. 
Current values 
(SER), NEDA): 
2011: 
2012: 42

29
 

 
 
Formulation and 
implementation of a 
public- private 
earthquake insurance 
pool covering middle 
class residential and 
SME property owners 
by 2016. 
 
Earthquake warning 
systems coordinated 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Planned Key Activity Areas 

Working Group on Public-Private 
Earthquake insurance pool is established 
on April 19, 2012. 
Survey analysis of middle class 
residential and SME property values is 
initiated in late July 2012 
Catastrophe risk modeling and pricing is 
undertaken in September 2012 
Insurance policy design is undertaken in 
November – December 2012 

non-bank sector. 
 
Capacity 
development 
activities for CDA and 
credit and savings 
cooperatives 
 
Advice on regulatory 
environment for 
micro-insurance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Advice on supporting 
regulatory 
mechanisms for the 
public-private 
earthquake insurance 
pool. 
 
Increased private 
insurance provision 
against earthquake 
catastrophe risk. 

                                                 
29

 The 42 institutions include 16 ICs, 16 mutual benefit associations, and 10 non-life companies. Source: NEDA, SER 2011-2012, p.120. 
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Country Sector Outcomes Country Sector Outputs ADB Sector Operations 

Sector 
Outcomes with 

ADB 
Contribution 

Indicators with Targets 
and Baselines 

Sector Outputs 
with ADB 

Contribution 

Indicators with 
Incremental Targets  

Planned and Ongoing ADB 
Interventions 

Main Outputs 
Expected from ADB 

Interventions  

between Government 
and the EQ 
insurance pool 

Consultation on distribution information 
technology systems, payment systems, 
auditing and monitoring as well as final 
business plan and governance structure 
is undertaken in first quarter 2013. 
Revisions to operational plan are 
undertaken in second quarter 2013 
based on lessons learned from Latin 
America, Central Europe, Turkey as well 
as Indonesia and Taiwan. 
Pipeline projects  

Disaster Risk Financing Project (2015: 
$70 million) 
CDTA: Capacity Development to 
Implement the Earthquake Insurance 
Pool (2015: $0.5 million) 
PATA: Structuring Pubic-Private 
Expanded Disaster Risk Cover for 
Typhoons and Floods (2016: $0.8 
million) 
CDTA: Capacity Development to Support 
Regulation at the Insurance Commission 
(2013: 0.225 million from external 
sources) 
Ongoing Projects  

PPTA: Structuring the Public-Private 
Earthquake Insurance Pool in the 
Philippines (2012: $0.5 million)  

 
 
 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, BSP = Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas; CDA = Cooperative Development Authority, CDTA = capacity development technical 
assistance, EQ = earthquake, GDP = gross domestic product, IC = Insurance Commission, M2 = broad money, NEDA = National Economic Development 
Authority, PATA = policy and advisory technical assistance, PERA = personal equity retirement account, PPTA = project preparatory technical assistance, RM = 
results matrix, SEC = Securities and Exchange Commission, SER = socio economic report, SME = small and medium enterprise, S-TA = small scale technical 
assistance.   
Source: Asian Development Bank.  

 


